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Pricing and the  
Enduring Value of Brands

Several years ago, VF Corporation, 
the world’s largest apparel manu-
facturer, embarked on an aggres-
sive growth strategy that rests 

heavily on branding, including opening 
new retail outlets. 

The company, which had been known 
for producing intimate apparel and ev-
eryday Wrangler and Lee jeans, is build-
ing on a group of brands that symbolize 
an entire lifestyle.

The model is based on North Face, a 
label that encompasses products rang-
ing from jackets and shoes to shorts and 

tents, all communicating an outdoors-
oriented lifestyle. 

Since it acquired North Face in 2000, 
VF has gone on to buy Reef—which is 
aimed at surfers, high-end jeans maker 
7 for All Mankind, and lucy, a women’s 
active apparel brand focusing on the 
loose-fitting yoga look. VF also sold off 
its long-time intimate apparel divisions, 
which manufactured the Vanity Fair 
and Vassarette labels, because research 
showed that consumers viewed those 
lines simply as products, not as a symbol 
of a broader lifestyle, according to VF 
CEO Mackey McDonald.
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“Our capability today is in building 
brands,” he says. “That is what I believe 
is driving our growth and success.” 

If VF’s strategy is any indication, brands 
don’t seem to be losing their luster. De-
spite serious challenges from private la-
bel manufacturers and low-price global 
production, branding remains an im-
portant way for consumers to choose 
among products in a crowded market-
place. 

At the same time, brands are also taking 
on a growing role in building consum-
ers’ own identities, according to Whar-
ton faculty and marketing analysts. But, 
these experts add, with little room to 
compete on cost, brands will need to be 
vigilant when it comes to differentiating 
themselves from increasingly sophisticat-
ed competitors.    

The Thin, White Cord
Consider the thin, white cord that con-
nects the Apple iPod to its spongy ear 
buds. It’s more than a piece of equip-
ment; it’s a powerful symbol of the con-
tinued importance of branding. 

“One of the things that were very impor-
tant to the success of the iPod was the 
white cord,” says Wharton marketing 
professor David Reibstein. “You could 
own an mp3 player with more memory, 
but if it didn’t have the white cord, you 
weren’t quite as with it or as cool.” 

Clearly, part of the iPod’s success, he 
adds, “was just the image of it being an 
Apple. There are some lifestyle prod-
ucts where the visibility of the brand is 
one of the dimensions that are impor-
tant.”

Reibstein notes the traditional role of 
branding has been to provide consumers 
with a shorthand way of understanding 
the key characteristics of a product—
such as quality, fit or taste. 

For example, customers know that every 
time they buy Coca-Cola, the beverage’s 
formula will be the same, and the drink 
will taste like every other Coca-Cola 
product. With a store-brand cola, there 

is not that level of certainty. Many peo-
ple are willing to pay more for certainty 
and reliability, particularly as they have 
increasingly less time for shopping.

Wharton marketing professor Americus 
Reed agrees that while many branded 
products are made in the same factories 
by the same manufacturers as private 
label items, consumers will continue to 
pay a premium for brands. “When they 
buy that brand, they are minimizing 
risk, at least in their mind,” he says.

For example, Bayer aspirin may be es-
sentially the same as a cheaper drugstore 
brand, but consumers will continue to 
pay more for a brand name that has been 
cultivated across generations. 

“You are paying for something beyond 
the functional utilitarian benefits that 
come from the chemicals that are in as-
pirin,” says Reed. “If brand equity didn’t 
matter, if it had no traction, everyone 
would just compete on price. But that’s 
not what happens. You have this other 
part of the concept that taps into how 
people view themselves.”

Reed stresses that the added dimen-
sion does not mean brand-name manu-
facturers do not have a fight on their 
hands when it comes to private label 
products. A record 41% of shoppers 
surveyed last year identified themselves 
as frequent purchasers of store brand 
products, up from 35% five years ear-
lier. 

Store brands now account for $50 billion 
in annual sales; and one in five items 
sold in U.S. supermarkets, drug stores 
and discount chains is a store brand, ac-

cording to research by the Private Label 
Manufacturers Association. 

Private label manufacturers are also at-
tempting to add a sense of branding to 
their products to set them apart from 
dull “generics.” 

Target, for example, has developed its 
own line of gourmet oils, appetizers and 
frozen foods under the name of Archer 
Farms. The mass merchandiser has even 
launched a television advertising cam-
paign to promote its store label, a tactic 
typically used only by branded manufac-
turers that charge a premium.

“Branded companies are beginning 
to understand that if they don’t spend 
enough time thinking about, ‘How is my 
brand going to differentiate me?’ they 
lose out big time,” says Reed.

Brands require careful nurturing over 
years to develop the kind of equity that 
will pay off with consumer loyalty and 
the power to charge higher prices (to 
generate more profits) than no-name 
products, he adds. It takes years of con-
sumer experience, advertising and other 
communication about the brand to build 
attachment. 

Surprisingly, companies often put valu-
able brands in jeopardy when they cut 
corners on branding to boost quarterly 
results. According to Reed, “the prob-
lem is that marketing managers are com-
pensated in the short term; and it takes 
a long-term perspective for brand equity 
to show up on the balance sheet. That 
doesn’t happen in a quarter.”

Revitalize Rather  
than Replace
One major reason branding has be-
come more important than ever is that, 
over the past two decades, China and 
other low-cost production centers have 
squeezed prices so low that there is 
little room left to compete on that ba-
sis, says Wharton marketing profes-
sor Stephen Hoch. “People are looking 
for some kind of edge that comes from 
branding.” 

Surprisingly, companies 
often put valuable brands 
in jeopardy when they cut 
corners on branding to 
boost quarterly results. 
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“Brands are absolutely mandatory,” he 
adds. But he, too, cautions that com-
panies need to remain focused and find 
new strategies to fend off increasingly 
sophisticated competitors. 

“It’s amazing how many crummy brands 
are out there. There are a 
lot of manufacturers who 
need to realize that if they 
don’t notch it up, they’re 
going to go down.”

Hoch expects brands 
to consolidate as weak-
er names die away. And 
while there are always op-
portunities for new brands 
to rise, he believes it is 
always better for compa-
nies to maintain or revi-
talize existing names. As a 
result, many manufactur-
ers are focusing on brand 
extensions in which they 
move into new product 
lines using an already es-
tablished name to conquer 
new categories.

Another trend, Hoch 
notes, is that of manufac-
turers opening their own 
retail shops; not to com-
pete with wholesale cus-
tomers, but to enhance 
their own understanding 
of consumers in order to better develop 
their brands. 

“It’s hard to tell where brands end and 
retailers begin. Target is a brand, but 
Target also sells brands. You can’t just be 
a manufacturer any more. You have to 
have some identity. Otherwise, you just 
become a commodity.”

In addition, traditional distribution 
channels are blurring, making it easier 
for manufacturers to open stores without 
offending retailers who sell the bulk of 
their goods. 

Hoch points out that the success of Ap-
ple’s own retail outlets has helped drive 

up sales of its products at all consumer 
electronics stores. 

“I don’t think Dick’s Sporting Goods 
would be that upset if Niketown located 
near them,” he says, because it would 
help build up the Nike brand which 

would, in turn, benefit Dick’s in the long 
term. 

According to Wharton marketing pro-
fessor Jonah Berger, branding initially 
was a way to signal uniformity and 
quality to customers who were buy-
ing goods out of a barrel in small gen-
eral stores. Information about quality 
is still important, he says, but consum-
ers now use brands to reflect their own 
lifestyles. 

For example, most plain black tee shirts 
look more or less the same. “But if it’s a 
better brand, the sheer fact that it’s a bet-
ter brand, like Gucci, makes people feel 
better about themselves,” says Berger. 

“Even if others can’t see that difference, 
it makes [the purchaser] feel special.”

Branding, he notes, provides a way for 
people living in far-flung communities to 
signal quickly who they are. “Social net-
works and interactions in general used 

to be more localized. We 
knew all the people in our 
town. Now we interact 
with people, and we have 
no idea where they are 
from or what they are like. 
We have to make short-
cut judgments about the 
people we meet. Products 
and brands more generally 
allow this sort of thing to 
take place.”

VF’s McDonald, who is 
also an advisory board 
member of Wharton’s Jay 
H. Baker Retailing Initia-
tive, says consumers may 
be enjoying low-priced 
apparel made in China, 
but at the same time they 
are also willing to pay for 
brands that mean some-
thing to them. 

“People buying apparel 
today are not looking for 
commodity replacement 
products. They are look-
ing for products that make 

a strong statement about their lifestyle.”

“Brand Communities”  
and Bonding
In addition to private label production, 
other external forces will continue to 
shape the future of branding.

Reed notes that new forms of media, 
such as YouTube, have fundamentally 
altered the nature of mass communica-
tions by allowing messages to travel to 
fragmented groups of people across the 
world in minutes. That can be good or 
bad for a brand, he says. Positive word-
of-mouth can flow exponentially faster, 
but so can bad news. 

“People buying apparel today are not looking 
for commodity replacement products. They 
are looking for products that make a strong 
statement about their lifestyle.”

— Mackey McDonald, VF CEO
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The Internet has also added a new ripple 
to marketing with the creation of so-
called brand communities. “If I’m in love 
with Volkswagen, I can connect to other 
people who are in love with Volkswa-
gen,” he says. “That gives companies an 
advantage in being able to communicate 
through these technological advances.” 

Television remains an important part of 
most branding strategies, but it is ex-
pensive for sellers that are under pres-
sure from low-priced store brands. As a 
result, some consumer prod-
ucts companies have turned 
to a third-party market-
ing platform—called Brand 
Power—developed by the 
Buchanan Group, an Austra-
lian marketing and promo-
tions firm. 

The company produces ad-
vertisements that resemble 
a news report emphasizing 
the strong points of buying 
brands in general. It also pro-
duces interchangeable seg-
ments on specific products. 

The program has been available in oth-
er parts of the world for more than 10 
years, but has only come to Europe and 
the United States in the past two years. 
Campbell Soup, Sunny Delight and 
Kimberly Clark are using the format in 
the United States.

According to Chris Phyland, business 
development manager for the Buchanan 
Group, Brand Power is an inexpensive 
tool for marketers of branded products 
to stay ahead of store labels that do not 
advertise at all. 

“They can’t stop private label so they 
have to live with it,” he says. 

Phyland notes that traditional advertise-
ments tell a story and strive to make cus-
tomers laugh or cry. With luck, consum-
ers remember the name of the product 
and toss it in their shopping carts. 

However, it is difficult and expensive 
to create that kind of ad. The simple, 
straightforward Brand Power approach 
avoids any area that would carry cultural 

nuances—such as language or humor—
to generate commercials that will work 
anywhere in the world. 

“What we have created are templates 
that are global and that we know work 
across all markets and languages,” says 
Phyland.

Americus Reed believes that perhaps 
the most important new trend is the 
use of people as brands. He points to 
home improvement guru Ty Penning-
ton and soccer star David Beckham as 
examples. But, he notes, the power of 

celebrity branding also carries addition-
al risk. 

“Just ask Michael Vick’s collabora-
tors”—a reference to the Atlanta Falcons 
quarterback who was suspended from 
the National Football League after ad-
mitting his role in an illegal dog fighting 
operation. Vick faces potential jail time 
as a result of the charges. 

Jonah Berger says branded product mar-
keters also face the problem of imitation 

knock-offs that can dimin-
ish the perception of a man-
ufacturer’s quality or dilute a 
brand’s message. 

He also notes that recent 
quality problems associated 
with Chinese food products 
and toys may actually benefit 
branded products which, in 
consumers’ minds, represent 
a higher level of safety and 
quality than those of private 
labels.

Indeed, he says, the future 
may look like the past, when brands were 
used to promise that items sold from a 
barrel would work. 

“Quality is a dimension of brands peo-
ple have taken for granted and that may 
come into sharper focus,” says Berger. 
“We had come to assume that if some-
thing is bad, no store will sell it. Now 
some people are taking a second look at 
brands.”

To see the original article, go to: http://
knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article.
cfm?articleid=1798.

“Quality is a dimension of brands people 
have taken for granted and that may 
come into sharper focus. We had come to 
assume that if something is bad, no store 
will sell it. Now some people are taking a 
second look at brands.”

— Jonah Berger 
Wharton marketing professor
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Spin it any way you want: Profit 
still equals selling price less the 
expenses to fulfill a customer or-
der. 

It almost need not be said that, for many 
manufacturers, it’s getting harder to pro-
duce adequate profit. Indeed many own-
ers and managers are constantly grinding 
away at the cost side of their business in 
hopes of protecting precious margins. 

Yet, healthy profitability is more than 
effective cost management. Sustainable 
profitability is dependent on a number of 
factors—most notably, an understanding 
of the market value of your products and 
services. 

And while market value is the ultimate 
price determinant, many manufacturers’ 
view of pricing is too often narrowly pre-
occupied with labor and material, which 
aren’t likely to go down anytime soon 
and offer little opportunity to improve 
profitability.

According to Paul Loftus, managing 
partner with Accenture, “many compa-
nies are losing up to 10 percent of their 
operating profit because they don’t have 
the marketplace, competitive and cus-
tomer insight to use pricing as a compet-
itive weapon.”

To better understand this assertion, it is 
useful to look at how companies typical-

ly approach pricing, how others develop 
different strategies that focus on increas-
ing profits rather than reducing certain 
direct costs, and why these approaches 
might be better.

The Mechanics of Margins
There are many ways in which margins 
can be positively influenced. Let’s con-
sider three of them at a high level. First, 
we can simply increase unit volume; and, 
if we are profitable, the amount of profits 
will increase accordingly. However, this 
doesn’t necessarily improve the percent 
of profitability directly. 

Another method for improving profit-
ability is to increase the unit value. A rise 
in the selling price with the same gross 
margin will yield higher margins. The 
third and most traditional way is to re-
duce unit cost. There are a number of 
ways in which this can be achieved, but 
commonly one focuses on the two larg-
est components of cost: materials and 
direct labor. 

As Figure 1 illustrates, any reduction in 
cost results in an increase in margin. Yet 
any significant reduction in material or 
labor cost, say 10 percent, is unlikely, es-
pecially if one is looking to purchase the 
same raw materials for less—or to reduce 
salaries or wages. 

Therefore, sig-
nificant cost re-
duction is really 
only available 
through continu-
ous process im-
provements that 
reduce waste and 
increase produc-
tivity.

Let’s say a prod-
uct carries a 
selling price of 
$5,000. If our 
cost of goods is 
$2,600 and our 
operating ex-

penses are $1,650, then our net profit for 
the product would be $750. 

As shown, if all other costs remain the 
same, a 10 percent decrease in the cost 
of goods produces significant improve-
ment to the bottom line. In this case the 
profit improves from $750 to $1,010 per 
unit—a 35 percent increase. This savings 
can be retained or passed on to the cus-
tomer in the form of lower prices. 

In the end, focusing only on reducing 
material and labor costs, while impor-
tant, often ignores the meaningful up-
side available when concentrating on 
improving profit margins. Figure 1 il-
lustrates how a strategy to increase unit 
value will also positively impact profit-
ability. An increase in the unit value of 
the product by 10 percent impacts the 
profit by 67 percent. 

Finally, we can see that while driving 
unit value does increase the amount of 
margin, it actually does not impact the 
productivity of profit generation. The 
table confirms the old adage that you 
cannot make up for margin with vol-
ume. An increase in unit sales volume 
(the index selling price of $5,000 plus 10 
percent) produces more margin volume, 
but at the same rate. In other words, 
there is no real improvement in margin 

Strategy and business adviser Don 
Shultz of J.E. Moran Associates 
shows how effective pricing requires 
that companies understand how 
customers value their products, know 
the market competition they face 
and have a true picture of all their 
costs. For more information, you 
can contact the author at dshultz@
jemoran.com. This article has been 
reprinted with permission from 
Wood Digest magazine (http://
www.wooddigest.com).

Improve Profits with Market-Based Pricing 

Figure 1

Base 10%

Price Unit Unit Unit Cost

Index Volume Value Reduction

SALES $ 5,000 5,500 5,500 5,000

COGS $ 2,600 2,860 2,600 2,340

COGS % 52% 52% 47% 47%

Gross Margin $ 2,400 2,640 2,900 2,660

Gross Margin % 48% 48% 53% 53%

Expenses $ 1,650 1,815 1,650 1,650

Expenses % 33% 33% 30% 33%

Profit $ 750 825 1,250 1,010

Profit % 15% 15% 23% 20%

Profit as % increase 0% 10% 67% 35%

10% Increase

© j.e. moran associates, 2006
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performance, only in the total amount 
produced. Consequently, while more is 
better, there is no competitive advantage 
in simply increasing unit volume.

Market-Based Pricing
So, if reducing unit cost and increas-
ing unit value offer significant margin 
improvement opportunities, how does 
that relate to strategic pricing? For most 
manufacturers, pricing is a result of in-
terpreting past performance, not a strate-
gic business activity. Traditional wisdom 
tells us that cost-plus pricing—a selling 
price that is the sum of material cost, 
plus direct labor, plus overhead, plus op-
erating expense, plus profit margin—is 
the most accurate way to produce and 
protect margins.

While this approach has worked well 
in a static commodity product environ-
ment, it has several inherent limitations 
in a world driven by customers demand-
ing more choice. First, it assumes that 
customers are actually willing to pay the 
price you are asking based on your cost-
ing knowledge and assumptions. I say 
assumptions because full and accurate 
costing is a rarity today. Second, it as-
sumes our costing is precise. If costing 
is inaccurate, so too will be the basis 
for overhead absorption and margining, 
making for an inaccurate selling price. 
And this all penalizes both customers 
and companies alike by charging either 
too much or too little.

Alternately, a “price minus” strategy is 
often the better approach. It requires 
analyzing markets, customers and com-
petitors to understand precisely where 
the price point for your product and 
services should be. Market pricing is 
set, profits are subtracted from the sell-
ing price, and the result is the net cost at 
which the product must be produced.

Ultimately, the marketplace is the true 
price determinant. Ignoring that fact rel-
egates your pricing to the shallow end of 
the margin pool along with other com-
petitors. Knowing the value your prod-
ucts and services hold for customers will 
determine how you set prices, manage 
cost and improve productivity. 

Differing Strategic Needs
Your business’s strategic intent will deter-
mine how it approaches pricing and cost 
management. Being clear about your 
target markets and competitive differ-
ential will go a long way in assuring you 
will have an effective pricing strategy for 
your products and services.

Typically, companies may excel in either 
cost leadership or differentiation, but 
never in both. For example, if your busi-
ness is focused on having a wide variety 
of products with highly differentiated 
features, it is not likely to be a success-
ful low cost producer. Conversely, if you 
have a unique product or service, you 
wouldn’t want to be selling at the low-
est price, perhaps leaving money on the 
table when a customer perceives they are 
receiving significantly more value than 
they are paying for.

Five Pricing Approaches
According to Nancy Giddens, Joe Par-
cell and Melvin Brees, of the University 
of Missouri, there are five basic selling 
strategies:

• Premium pricing—higher pricing 
based on higher market demand for 
unique product, limited competition. 

• Value pricing—medium price point 
based on known market value, moderate 
competition.

• Cost/plus pricing—known costs and 
break-even with minimal mark-up to 
achieve market share.

• Competitive pricing—selling prices 
based on known pricing of competition. 

• Penetration pricing—low selling price 
and margins to launch a product or in-
crease market share. 

All of these approaches share different 
characteristics, benefits and risks.  Thus, 
pricing is not as simple as stacking up all 
the costs we incur to fulfill a customer 
order, then adding margin to it. Pricing 
is really about creating a strategy that al-
lows us to capture the maximum revenue 

and profit while providing customers 
with unique, differentiated value. 

Regardless of your approach, pricing 
should be strictly tied to your under-
standing of the customers’ perception 
of the value contained in your products 
and services. For instance, pharmaceuti-
cal manufacturer Pfizer does not base its 
selling prices on the cost-plus strategy. If 
this was the case, their pharmaceuticals 
would be pennies per tablet. Nor do they 
base their pricing on return on invested 
capital, according to Pfizer CEO Hank 
McKinnell, in his book, A Call to Ac-
tion. Instead, their pricing is solely deter-
mined by the market’s willingness to pay 
for the perceived value it receives. 

Using market-based pricing will ensure 
you know what your customers value 
and what they will pay for it. Using this 
outside-in view will also ensure that your 
product and process design can efficient-
ly and effectively produce your desired 
margin while meeting customer expecta-
tions. 

Choosing the right pricing strategy 
means you must know your customers, 
markets and competitors intimately. You 
must have a clear understanding of how 
you are positioned in your markets and 
how you are perceived by customers and 
your competition.

Beyond knowing the external factors in-
fluencing pricing strategies, you need to 
understand the sources and structure of 
your costs. Numerous costing method-
ologies exist including standard costing, 
activity-based costing, throughput ac-
counting, cost of quality, economic val-
ue-added—each measuring the different 
sources of cost from various perspectives 
in differing manufacturing models.

At the end of the day, the amount of 
profit your organization creates really de-
pends on one thing—how well you de-
liver customer value. Successful strategic 
pricing is the result of efficiently convert-
ing the voice of the consumer into maxi-
mum value. If you aren’t listening care-
fully to your customers, imagine who is.
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A New Model for Optimizing Price and Quantity

It’s a problem that plagues nearly all 
companies that sell goods: the dual 
questions of how many items to 
produce, and how much to charge 

for them. 

In a world where customer demand is 
unpredictable and buying behavior can 
be tweaked in strange ways—even in 
response to slight pricing changes—how 
do you find that sweet spot where quan-
tity and price are aligned just right to 
produce maximum profits? 

A new Stanford study provides a math-
ematical model, applicable to a number 
of situations, for easily finding the op-
timal price and quantity. The model’s 
strength is that it can take real-world 
consumer behavior into account to a 
greater degree than before. 

The study shows that the kind of sim-
plistic assumptions about demand uncer-
tainty used in earlier models can lead to 
substantially lower profits. 

The new approach takes it in stride when 
consumers respond in jumpy ways to 
differences in price. At $10, customers 
buying a picture frame may tend to act 
in one way, while at $10.50 suddenly a 

large group of them might be lost. Then 
you might not get another reaction un-
til it gets up to $12,” explains coauthor 
Evan Porteus, the Sanwa Bank, Limited, 
Professor at the Graduate School of Busi-
ness, 

The model “allows you to check out all 
the ‘profit hills’ related to each particular 
price-quantity combination—low price/
high quantity, high price/low quantity, 
and everything in between—and fig-
ure out which hill is the highest,” he 
says. “The approach is not elegant, but 
it guarantees that the highest hill can be 
found.” 

The new mechanism, developed by 
Porteus and Gal Raz, PhD ’03, assis-
tant professor at the Australian Gradu-
ate School of Management, is based on 
the “price-setting news vendor prob-
lem.” At its simplest level, this describes 
the situation facing the person who has 
to figure out how many newspapers to 
stock on her wagon, knowing that she’ll 
have to eat the cost of any unsold papers 
at the end of the day. 

A savvy news vendor would first estimate 
how many papers she could sell that day, 
not how many she would sell, because 
the latter depends on how many she puts 
in her wagon. She understands the dif-
ference between demand, which is how 
many she could sell if she had enough; 
and (actual unit) sales, which equals de-
mand if she does 
have enough but 
is limited to the 
number that she 
stocked, if she 
doesn’t. 

Her estimate is 
not a number but 
a probability dis-
tribution, which, 
for each possible 
number of papers 
she might stock, 
gives the probabil-
ity that she will 

sell them all. She relies on her statistical 
training to estimate this distribution. 

In its simplest form, it consists of two 
numbers, the mean and the standard de-
viation, and she assumes that the distri-
bution is bell shaped. (The mean is the 
center of the bell, namely, the expected 
amount. The standard deviation mea-
sures how spread out the bell is and indi-
cates how much uncertainty there is.) 

In reality, were the news vendor to take 
into account econometric factors in the 
current economy, changing demograph-
ics, predicted weather, day of the year, 
and so forth, such a distribution might 
not be close to bell shaped. If she stocks 
too much, she is out the cost of unsold 
papers. If she stocks too little, she misses 
the opportunity to sell more. The smart 
vendor, then, will stock the amount that 
balances these costs with the probabili-
ties. For example, if the cost of a paper 
goes up, she will stock less. 

Sounds complicated enough, but, alas, 
quantity is not the only issue at hand—
pricing is also important. How would 
customers respond if she sold a paper at 
$1 versus $1.50 or $2? Getting a head-
ache? 

Let’s consider that distribution curve 
again, which plots the probability that 
any given amount of papers will be sold 
out in a day. The most important ele-
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ments of a distribution are the mean and 
the standard deviation. 

Traditional theory assumes that if you 
plotted the mean on the vertical axis and 
price on the horizontal axis, the result 
would be downward sloping, and would 
get steeper as the price got larger. That 
is, each possible increase in the price by 
a penny would lose a larger number of 
customers. 

It also assumes that a similar plot of the 
standard deviation would be a straight 
line. That is, each price increase of a 
penny would decrease the variability by 
the same amount. 

In reality, however, the mean and vari-
ability in customers’ buying behavior 
looks different at various price points, 
and they move in slopes and curves, not 
in linear harmony with the rise and fall 
of the price. 

In the example mentioned earlier, where 
customers respond differently to a pic-
ture frame priced at, say, $10, $10.50, 
and $12; the plot of the mean would 
be nearly flat around $10, then steep 
around $10.50, followed by flat again. 

The new model allows one to see where 
the optimal price/quantity point falls. It 
also points to potentially new avenues by 

which manufacturers and retailers may 
gain competitive advantage. 

“In most organizations, pricing is usu-
ally done by marketing, and quantity is 
usually decided on by operations,” Por-
teus says. “There are cases where those 
two functions have not been coordi-
nated very well. Marketing might put 
something on sale, but manufacturing is 
not informed and doesn’t make enough 
product, which leads to a shortage.” 

Such shortages spell missed revenue op-
portunities. The model offers a vehicle 
for better collaboration between the op-
erations, purchasing, and sales functions 
within organizations. 

It may be a while, however, before the 
rubber of Porteus’ and Raz’s theory 
meets the road of real-world businesses. 

“Unlike finance, where theory and prac-
tice are closely linked, operations is a 
field that has chronically suffered from 
a disconnect between academic break-
throughs and their application,” Porteus 
notes. “There’s no company eating up 
research results like this to provide soft-
ware tools that will recommend starting 
points for pricing and quantity.” 

But now that the information is there, 
the technology will hopefully follow. For 
any computer whiz, then, opportunity 
may be in the offing. 

Meanwhile, Porteus’ and Raz’s work is 
hardly languishing on the hard drive. 
The new model has provided an open-
ing for future research, particularly in 
the area of supply chain contracts. They 
are now applying their analysis to ques-
tions such as how suppliers should price 
in complex situations where mechanisms 
such as revenue sharing and buybacks 
are in place. 

“Our model allows for much more real-
istic assessments than before,” Porteus 
says. 

With the exponential increase in knowledge 
of pricing and its importance to the success 
of today’s corporation, the profession has 
been asking for a complete educational pro-
gram that certifies Pricers with the Certified 
Pricing Professional (CPP) designation. This 
need is not only to have a working under-
standing of pricing strategies and techniques, 
but also to have training in specific pricing is-
sues unique to their industry. 

The CPP is a new multi-staged program de-
signed to better support, educate and elevate 
the pricing professional. We will accomplish 

this with a broad curriculum taught by leaders 
in the pricing profession, followed by rigorous 
testing.

By earning your CPP designation, you will be 
a pricing expert who knows:
§ How to boost profitability through pricing, 

results through innovation. 

§ How to effectively and efficiently manage 
worldwide pricing in any industry. 

§ How to coordinate and integrate key activi-
ties that increase profits through effective 
pricing throughout your organization. 

The CPP program will help you advance your 
career while giving you the foundation to im-
prove your company’s competitive position 
and profitability.

For more details, please visit the Web site 
www.pricingsociety.com/cpp_training.asp.

Become a Certified Pricing Professional 


